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Maciej Reda
University of Warsaw

Shifts of Cohesion and Coherence in Several Polish 
Translations of G.K. Chesterton

Abstract

The paper is concerned with shifts of cohesion and coherence in several Polish transla-
tions of G. K. Chesterton from the point of view of the procedural approach, in which the 
choice of particular linguistic/textual devices is indicative of the text producer’s intended 
meaning. As regards cohesion, the paper touches upon lexical cohesion and conjunction. 
It discusses the eff ects of replacing repetition with variation, and of disambiguating and 
explicating conjunctions. As for coherence, an analysis is carried out which shows how 
the translator’s failure to render a polysemous word adequately detracted from the TT’s 
coherence. Also, an example is given of coherence being aff ected by polysemy in the 
TT. The aim of the paper is to fi nd out what kind of issues and regularities connected with 
cohesion and coherence emerge in the translation process and how these aff ect target texts.

1. Introduction

Cohesion and coherence are one of the seven standards of textuality put forward by 
de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981). As pointed out by Bell, cohesion and coher-
ence “both have the function of binding the text together by creating sequences 
of meaning” (1991, 164). Where they diff er is that the former operates on surface 
text and involves lexico-syntactic means, while the latter has to do with concep-
tual relations within the textual world. Thus, cohesion can be defi ned as the 
“lexico-grammatical connectedness of a text” while coherence as the “conceptual 
connectedness of a text” (Fawcett 2003, 146). Coherence is harder to defi ne as it 
“involves not only such matters as the conceptual logic of how a text is structured, 
which will often be refl ected in cohesive devices, but also knowledge of such 
things as subject matter and how the world works” (2003, 98).

Halliday and Hasan (1976, 29, 278) enumerate fi ve kinds of cohesive ties: 
reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion. Lexical cohe-
sion comprises reiteration (including repetition, synonyms, superordinates or 
general words) and collocation. A diff erent taxonomy was put forward by Beau-
grande and Dressler (1981, 49), who discuss recurrence, partial recurrence, paral-
lelism and paraphrase, as well as pro-forms and ellipsis. The two classifi cations 
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are complementary in that Halliday and Hasan’s is better geared to single words, 
while Beaugrande and Dressler’s to phrases. As for the correlation between them, 
recurrence seems to correspond to repetition since the former is defi ned as “the 
straightforward repetition of elements or patterns” (Beaugrande and Dressler 1981, 
49). The present paper will use terms taken from both taxonomies.

Cohesion and coherence cannot be separated since “[c]ohesion implies 
coherence, and it is motivations behind the use of a particular cohesive device, 
rather than the device itself, that ought to be taken into consideration in the act 
of reworking a text.” Thus, it is the “various added meanings that the use of 
such a cohesive device takes on in context” (Hatim 2004, 265) that should be 
of particular interest to translators and translation scholars. This paper examines 
several passages from Polish translations of Gilbert Keith Chesterton to fi nd out 
what kind of issues and regularities occasioned by cohesion and coherence emerge 
in the translation process and how they aff ect the target texts.

The choice of this particular author is motivated, on the one hand, by the 
prominent role played in his works by cohesion and coherence; on the other, it is 
hoped that the present study might be a contribution to researching Polish transla-
tions of Chesterton, which has long been overdue despite the fact that a large body 
of his writings have been published in Polish. The texts chosen for discussion 
are taken from collections of essays, a short story and an autobiography. They are 
meant to illustrate problems of cohesion and coherence in translation. As for 
cohesion, the paper discusses lexical cohesion, conjunction and collocation. As 
regards coherence, it will be shown how it can be aff ected by polysemy in both 
the source and target text. Underlying this analysis is the procedural approach 
set forth in Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) as well as Hatim and Mason (1990).

2. Cohesion

Chestertonʼs writings make ample use of recurrence. If we agree with Hatim and 
Mason that “the links between text producer, text expression and meaning have to 
be considered not as random but as motivated” (1990, 193), then we must assume 
that the use of recurrence is the author’s meaningful choice. Indeed, the scholars 
claim that recurrence “is usually a symptom of intentionality (whether conscious 
or not) and as such is signifi cant” (Hatim and Mason 1990, 199). Analyzing texts 
featuring recurrence rather than variation, the authors fi nd that “the cohesive 
devices at play are not random; they are motivated by overall rhetorical purpose” 
and that if we assume that “recurrence is a universal rhetorical device, any attempt 
by a translator to vary TT expression at these points in the text is sure to detract 
from equivalence of text focus” (Hatim and Mason 1990, 199) (Hatim and Mason 
defi ne text-type focus as “that aspect of context which is seen to be the primary 
function of a text and which determines the text type” (1990, 244)).
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In English, the use of recurrence rather than co-reference/variation seems to 
be a marked choice. Speaking of Arabic-English translation, Hatim and Mason 
observe that “while recurrence is an option available to users of both Arabic and 
English, the latter generally see it as a heavily marked form which, to be sustain-
able, must have some special motivation” (1997, 32). Thus, the abundance of 
recurrence in the following passage from Chesterton’s Heretics merits attention 
as indicative of the author’s special rhetorical purpose (for the sake of clarity 
some of the repetitions are highlighted in bold type and some are underlined):

(1) There are innumerable persons with eye-glasses and green garments who pray 
for the return of the maypole or the Olympian games. But there is about these 
people a haunting and alarming something which suggests that it is just pos-
sible that they do not keep Christmas. It is painful to regard human nature in 
such a light, but it seems somehow possible that Mr. George Moore does not 
wave his spoon and shout when the pudding is set alight. It is even possible 
that Mr. W. B. Yeats never pulls crackers. If so, where is the sense of all their 
dreams of festive traditions? Here is a solid and ancient festive tradition still 
plying a roaring trade in the streets, and they think it vulgar. If this is so, let 
them be very certain of this, that they are the kind of people who in the time 
of the maypole would have thought the maypole vulgar; who in the time 
of the Canterbury pilgrimage would have thought the Canterbury pilgrimage 
vulgar; who in the time of the Olympian games would have thought the 
Olympian games vulgar. (Chesterton 1986, 89)

Thus, there are three occurrences of possible, two of festive traditions, four of 
vulgar, three of the phrase who in the time of, three of the clause would have 
thought (...) vulgar (which itself is a partial repetition of think it vulgar), two of 
maypole, Canterbury pilgrimage and Olympian games (I do not take into account 
maypole and Olympian games in the fi rst sentence as these are far from their 
subsequent repetitions). An English text so heavy on recurrence, to the point of 
being tedious, invites the question of what purpose it is used for. This insistent 
repetition may serve to drive the message home more forcefully and to reveal 
something of the author’s emotional attitude towards the people he describes, an 
attitude which appears ironic but friendly. This is how the text has been translated 
by Jaga Rydzewska:

(2) Niezliczone rzesze okularników w zielonych szatach zanoszą modły, by powró-
ciły majowe święta Beltany lub igrzyska olimpijskie. A przecież otacza tych 
panów jakaś przykra, niepokojąca aura, która budzi w nas mroczne przeczucie, 
że chyba [‘perhaps’] nie obchodzą oni świąt Bożego Narodzenia. Nader to 
bolesne, spoglądać w tak strasznym świetle na naturę ludzką, lecz nie da się 
wykluczyć [‘it cannot be ruled out’], że pan George Moore nie wymachuje 
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łyżeczką i nie krzyczy z radości, gdy bucha ogniem spirytus na świątecznym 
puddingu. Ba, możliwe [‘it is possible’] nawet, że pan W. B. Yeats nigdy nie 
rozrywa tulei z ogniem bengalskim. A skoro tak, po co u licha zawracają nam 
głowę gadaniem o radosnych pogańskich świętach [‘pagan festivals’]? Mają 
przed nosem prawdziwą, starożytną tradycję [‘tradition’], która wciąż świet-
nie prosperuje – a oni uważają [‘they consider’] to za gminne i typowe dla 
prostego ludu [‘coarse and typical of common folk’]. Skoro tak, możemy być 
pewni, że ludzie tacy jak oni w czasach [‘in the time of’] pogańskich [‘pagan’] 
uważaliby [‘they would have considered’], że święto Beltany [‘Beltane day’] 
jest w złym guście [‘in bad taste’], w czasach [‘in the time of’] pielgrzymek do 
Canterbury [‘pilgrimages [gen.] to Canterbury’] uznaliby [‘they would have 
regarded’], że pielgrzymki [ʻpilgrimagesʼ] są dobre dla kmiotków [‘good for 
bumpkins’], a w czasach [ʻin the time ofʼ] igrzysk olimpijskich [‘the Olympian 
games [gen.]’] krzywiliby się [ʻthey would have looked askance’] na igrzyska 
[ʻgamesʼ] jako na rozrywkę motłochu [ʻpastime of the rabbleʼ]. (Rydzewska 
2004, 91–92)

The Polish translation eliminates most of the repetitions. The only ones that 
have been preserved are the partial repetition uważają [ʻthey considerʼ] – uważaliby 
[ʻthey would have consideredʼ], a triple repetition of w czasach [ʻin the time ofʼ], 
and the partial repetitions pielgrzymek do Canterbury [ʻpilgrimages [gen.] to 
Canterburyʼ] – pielgrzymki [ʻpilgrimagesʼ] as well as igrzysk olimpijskich [ʻthe 
Olympian games [gen.]ʼ] – igrzyska [ʻgamesʼ]. The word vulgar, so central to the 
source text, has been rendered by four diff erent phrases: gminne i typowe dla prostego 
ludu [ʻcoarse and typical of common folkʼ], w złym guście [ʻin bad tasteʼ], dobre dla 
kmiotków [ʻgood for bumpkinsʼ] and rozrywkę motłochu [ʻpastime of the rabbleʼ].

Although translating vulgar in that way upsets the TT’s texture, it may be 
justifi ed in view of the fact that the word does not have a good equivalent in Polish, 
covering as it does a wider semantic fi eld. Thus its meaning is diluted into the 
three phrases which may be said to bring out the word’s diff erent senses. As such, 
it is a trade-off  between fi delity to cohesive patterns and the meaning of particular 
lexical items. But even though the three phrases convey more information than 
the word itself, the latter is more informative in the sense of carrying a greater 
degree of unexpectedness (cf. Beaugrande and Dressler 1981, 8–9) on account 
of its ostensibly superfl uous recurrence. Thus, by drawing attention to itself it 
acquires additional rhetorical meaning. As for the other repetitions, however, there 
is no reason why they should not have been preserved in translation. This move 
seems to be part of the translatorʼs tendency to create a fl uent, smooth and elegant 
TT, which she does very successfully. But there is a danger in this strategy in 
that it makes Chesterton sound more eloquent and polished in Polish. Moreover, 
without recurrence, the processing eff ort required of the reader is likely to be 
greater, especially given the complex subjects broached by the author.
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It should be pointed out, however, that the use or otherwise of recurrence is 
subject to various, sometimes confl icting, considerations so that the “degree to 
which an instance of recurrence or co-reference is motivated by text-type focus, 
as well as sanctioned by the conventions of the genre, will be a matter for the 
judgement of the translator or reviser concerned” (Hatim and Mason 1990, 200). 
Hence, translators may fi nd themselves in confl ict between, “on the one hand, 
the desire to improve the cohesion of the target text in conformity with TL norms 
and, on the other, the duty to refl ect the ʻstyleʼ of the source text” (Hatim and 
Mason 1990, 208).

This brings us to another kind of cohesive device, namely conjunction. Van 
Leuven-Zwart points out that “[i]n many cases, the addition, deletion or replace-
ment of function words may cause a shift with respect to the degree of explicit-
ness through which cohesion is achieved” (1990, 81). She quotes the example of 
a Dutch translation of Don Quixote, which features more explicit cohesive signals, 
e.g. the additive y [ʻandʼ] is rendered as the adversative maar [ʻbutʼ]. By the same 
token, Hatim and Mason contend that “the item and in English is versatile in 
its relational potential” (1990, 208), which is confi rmed by these passages from 
Chestertonʼs short story “The Arrow of Heaven”:

(3) Its [the Coptic Cupʼs] origin was obscure, but its use was conjectured to be 
religious; and some attributed the fate that followed its possessors to the 
fanaticism of some Oriental Christian horrifi ed at its passing through such 
materialistic hands (Chesterton 1981, 333).

(4) But America has a genius for the encouragement of fame; and his appearance 
in one or two curious criminal problems, (...) had consolidated a reputation in 
America out of what was little more than a rumour in England. (Chesterton 
1981, 333)

(5) Otherwise the man was exquisitely dressed; and to Brown, in his innocence, 
the spectacles seemed the queerest disfi gurement for a dandy. (Chesterton 
1981, 333)

These fragments read thus in the Polish translation (“Strzała z niebios”) by 
Tadeusz Jan Dehnel:

(6) Ów skarb – nie ustalonego [sic] zresztą pochodzenia – musiał niegdyś służyć 
celom liturgicznym, toteż [ʻso/thereforeʼ] tragiczny los jego właścicieli przy-
pisywano fanatyzmowi jakiegoś wschodniego chrześcijanina, zgorszonego, 
że świętość dostała się w ręce profanów. (Dehnel 2008, 232)

(7) Ale Ameryka ma talent do robienia rozgłosu, a więc [ʻsoʼ] udział skromnego 
kapłana w rozwikłaniu kilku ciekawych zagadek kryminalnych (…) uku-
ły sławę z czegoś, co w Anglii uchodziło jedynie za ciekawostki. (Dehnel 
2008, 233)
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(8) W zasadzie nieznajomy był ubrany bez zarzutu, a więc [ʻsoʼ] Brown w swej 
naiwności uznał okulary za szczegół dziwnie rażący przy wytwornym stroju. 
(Dehnel 2008, 233–234)

These additive conjunctions become causal ones in the Polish version: toteż 
[ʻso; therefore; henceʼ] in (6), and a więc [ʻso; thereforeʼ] in (7) and (8). Thus, 
while the ST leaves the possibility of more interpretations (and being additive or 
resultative), the TT goes for just one. Given that the above passages appear all 
on one page in the ST, there does seem to be a marked tendency on the part of 
the translator to disambiguate cohesive links for the reader and make them more 
explicit. Needless to say, this tendency confi rms the explicitation hypothesis put 
forward by Blum-Kulka, which “postulates an observed cohesive explicitness 
from SL to TL texts regardless of the increase traceable to diff erences between 
two linguistic and textual systems involved” (Blum-Kulka 2000, 292). Indeed, 
there is no linguistic or textual motivation in the short story for not translating 
and with its Polish equivalent. Additionally, providing logical connections for 
readers rather than letting them infer them for themselves might also contribute 
to making a literary TT text sound more archaic. This is so because modern prose 
tends to use conjunction sparingly and to use inference instead, as claimed by 
Leech and Short (quoted in Van Leuven-Zwart 1990, 81). 

The texture of Chestertonʼs writings may not be dense on account of conjunc-
tion, but it is so due to lexical cohesion, namely collocation coupled with reitera-
tion. Collocation is the regular co-occurrence of lexical items whose cohesive 
force stems from the fact that they “stand to each other in some recognizable 
lexicosemantic (word meaning) relation” (Halliday and Hasan 1976, 285). Collo-
cational cohesion does not normally pose a problem in translation since collo-
cational chains are not diffi  cult to translate. Not so in Chestertonʼs works, in 
which they are built not only out of words occurring in the same semantic fi eld, 
but also out of puns, idioms, sayings, etc. Chesterton weaves them into his 
texts as vehicles for his arguments and connectors of disparate images, as in the 
following passage:

(9) But the concrete examples were not only a comedy; he [W. B. Yeats] used one 
argument which was sound, and I have never forgotten it. It is the fact that it 
is not abnormal men like artists, but normal men like peasants, who have 
borne witness a thousand times to such things; it is the farmers who see the 
fairies. It is the agricultural labourer who calls a spade a spade who also 
calls a spirit a spirit; it is the woodcutter with no axe to grind, except for 
woodcutting, who will say he saw a man hang on a gallows and afterwards 
hang round it as a ghost. It is all very well to say we ought not to believe in 
the ghost on an ignorant manʼs evidence. But we should hang the man on 
the gallows on the same manʼs evidence. (Chesterton 1936, 147)
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The passage features the following chains of collocational cohesion and reiteration: 
abnormal – normal; peasants – farmers – agricultural labourer – calls a spade 
a spade – woodcutter – with no axe to grind; spirit – ghost – ghost; gallows – 
gallows; man – man; hang on – hang round – hang on; evidence – evidence. The 
fi rst diffi  culty for the translator is the idiomatic expression call a spade a spade. 
It conceptually relates to agricultural labourer and sets the stage for a parallel 
clause, calls a spirit a spirit. At the same time, it suggests that the labourer is 
a no-nonsense kind of person, which is in line with the thrust of the argument. 
Thus, it is not just a question of cohesion but also coherence, as the latter has to 
do with underlying conceptual relations in the textual world. Replacing the spade 
idiom with a non-idiomatic expression which does not refer to agriculture and 
plain-speaking will obviously detract not only from cohesion (not least because 
any idiom is by its nature very cohesive) but also coherence. Similarly, woodcutter 
neatly relates to the preceding normal men and the following have an axe to grind, 
which is also in line with the main argument as it suggests the witnessʼs impar-
tiality. Next comes the pun on hang which provides a link between the hanged 
man and the ghost. Another problematic word in translation could be evidence 
because Polish does not have a one-to-one equivalent for testimony incorporating 
both the legal and non-legal sense. Last but not least, coherence is also established 
by articles: in a man – the man and a ghost – the ghost the latter item in each pair 
is retrievable. And this is how the text has been translated by the present author:

(10) Yeats podawał jednak konkretne przykłady, które nie były jedynie dowcipami. 
Wciąż pamiętam jeden sensowny argument. Chodzi o fakt, że to nie ludzie 
nienormalni [ʻabnormalʼ], jak artyści, ale ludzie normalni [ʻnormalʼ], jak 
chłopi [ʻpeasantsʼ], tysiące razy świadczyli o takich rzeczach; to chłopi 
[ʻpeasantsʼ] widzą chochliki. To rolnik [ʻfarmerʼ], który nazywa [ʻhe callsʼ] 
rzeczy po imieniu, nazywa [ʻhe callsʼ] też ducha duchem [ʻa spirit [acc.] 
a spirit [instr.]ʼ]; to drwal, który nie ma powodu, by kręcić [ʻto fi bʼ], powie, 
że widział, jak duch wisielca kręcił się [ʻ(he saw the ghost of a hanged man) 
hang aroundʼ] koło szubienicy [ʻgallows [gen. sing.]ʼ]. Można oczywiście 
powiedzieć, że nasza wiara w ducha [ʻspirit [acc.]ʼ] nie powinna opierać się 
na relacji [ʻtestimony [loc.]ʼ] tak niedouczonego świadka. Jednak na podsta-
wie relacji [ʻtestimony [gen.]ʼ] tego samego świadka wieszamy człowieka 
na szubienicy [ʻgallows [loc.]ʼ]. (Reda 2012, 178)

Thus, calls a spade a spade becomes nazywa rzeczy po imieniu [ʻcalls things by 
their nameʼ], a set phrase which is similar to the following clause, nazywa też 
ducha duchem [ʻalso calls a spirit a spiritʼ]. The second idiomatic expression is 
rendered as nie ma powodu, by kręcić [ʻhe has no reason to fi bʼ], which is a form 
of compensation for the loss of the original pun as another pun is created in jak 
duch wisielca kręcił się koło szubienicy [ʻ(he saw) the ghost of a hanged man 
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hang around the gallowsʼ]. Evidence has been translated as relacja, a word which 
is not used in legal contexts but when collocated with świadek [ʻwitnessʼ] seems 
to serve its purpose. The lack of articles in Polish obliterates the ST distinction 
between the retrievability and irretrievability of man and ghost. All in all, the 
translator could not but try to make up for the inevitable loss of cohesion and 
wittiness, which was to some extent possible by using the strategy of compen-
sation.1 Passage (9) is peculiar in that one cannot translate it without (at least 
approximately) rendering its cohesive network. Any failure to do so will also 
aff ect coherence, the subject of the next part of this paper.

3. Coherence

In her paper “Shifts of Cohesion and Coherence in Translation” Shoshana Blum-
Kulka makes a distinction between reader-focused and text-focused shifts of 
coherence, the former resulting from a switch to a diff erent audience and the latter 
from the translation process itself. She argues that text-focused shifts “often occur 
as a result of particular choices made by a specifi c translator, choices that indicate 
a lack of awareness on the translator’s part of the SL text’s meaning potential” 
(2000, 301). As will be demonstrated below, such shifts may be occasioned by 
the translator’s failure to deal with polysemy in the ST. A case in point is a Polish 
rendering of G. K. Chesterton’s Orthodoxy, in which the translator fails to choose 
correct TL equivalents of the polysemous word romance, which is important for 
the understanding and interpretation of the original. However, coherence may 
also be aff ected by polysemy in the target text, as was the case with a translation 
of the essay “Why I am a Catholic”.

Before going on to discuss the fi rst text, it is worth analyzing the meaning 
of romance and its possible Polish equivalents. This is how the New Oxford 
Dictionary of English (2001) defi nes it: 

1) [mass noun] a feeling of excitement and mystery associated with love;
a) [mass noun] love, especially when sentimental or idealized;
b) [count noun] an exciting, enjoyable love aff air, especially one that is not 

very serious or long-lasting;
c) [count noun] a book or fi lm dealing with love in a sentimental or idealized way;
d) [mass noun] a genre of fi ction dealing with love in such a way;

2) [mass noun] a quality or feeling of mystery, excitement, and remoteness from 
everyday life; 
a) [count noun] a work of fi ction dealing with events remote from real life;

3) [count noun] a medieval tale dealing with a hero of chivalry, of the kind com-
mon in the Romance languages;
b) [mass noun] the literary genre of such works;
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We may also add sense 2b, analogical to 3b, namely that of 2a used as a mass noun. 
The Oxford English Dictionary provides some examples: “The military classes in 
those old times, whose buff -belts [and] complicated chains (...) have been bepainted 
in modern Romance” or “The expose of the situation of the interior [of the 
French empire] exceeds the style of modern romance.” Entries in the New Oxford 
Dictionary of English are organized around the idea of core senses (introduced 
by numbers) which represent the most literal and central meanings of the word. 
These, in turn, are logically connected with subsenses (here marked with letters). 
This layout is meant to help make sense of the word’s diff erent strands of meaning. 
It will also be helpful in fi guring out which meanings are activated by Chester-
ton’s use of the word romance and which are linked with the translator’s choices.

The sense of romance in Orthodoxy is that of 2 and sometimes of 2a. We 
could further specify sense 2 by confl ating it with this defi nition from the Oxford 
English Dictionary: “romantic or imaginative character or quality; redolence or 
suggestion of, association with, the adventurous and chivalrous.” The Oxford 
Thesaurus of English (2004), in its turn, gives these synonyms for romance in 
sense 2: mystery, glamour, excitement, colourfulness, colour, exoticism, mystique; 
appeal, allure, fascination, charm. The fi rst two are core synonyms, i.e. ones 
that are closest in meaning to the headword. Thus, romance is synonymous not 
just with the adventurous and chivalrous, but also with mystery or glamour. This 
“combined” meaning is especially signifi cant in Orthodoxy and other works of 
Chesterton as a capacious aesthetic formula which he applies to life and religion. 
It denotes what is adventurous, active, imaginative, picturesque and poetic.

Hence, romance in sense 2 would translate into Polish as romantyka (rather 
than romantyczność) or simply as przygoda [ʻadventureʼ], as is confi rmed by 
Słownik języka polskiego [A Dictionary of the Polish Language] edited by Witold 
Doroszewski (1965). It defi nes romantyka as “niezwykłość, fantastyczność, tajem-
niczy urok, poetyczność, malowniczość” [ʻunusualness, fantasticality, mysterious 
charm, poetic quality, picturesquenessʼ] and gives the following quotations: 
“Chwalili romantykę walk partyzanckich” [‘They praised the romance of guerilla 
fi ghting’]; “W każdej wielkiej literaturze istnieje pewna romatyka wydarzeń, losów 
ludzkich, problemów stawianych przez autora” [ʻIn every great literature there 
is a certain romance of events, human fate and problems posed by the author.ʼ]; 
“Czy pociąga was romantyka prawdziwych przygód – walka z żywiołem przy-
rody?” [ʻDo you feel drawn by the romance of true adventure – the struggle 
with the elements of nature?ʼ]. Romantyczność is a synonym of romantyka (the 
same dictionary defi nes it as a noun derived from the adjective romantyczny 
[ʻromanticʼ] in the sense of “pobudzający do marzeń, tajemniczy, niezwykły, 
fantastyczny, poetyczny; malowniczy” [ʻevocative, mysterious, unusual, fantastic, 
poetic; picturesqueʼ]). Unlike romantyka, however, romantyczność does not seem 
to include the adventurous, denoting merely the atmospheric or mysterious quality 
of a literary work, landscape or moment.
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Sense 2a of romance usually translates as romans, a word which may refer 
to an adventurous narrative (the forerunner of the novel), to a chivalric narra-
tive (sense 3) (in which case the phrase romans rycerski is typically used), or to 
a (modern) story about love (sense 1c). However, in Orthodoxy, romance in sense 
2a usually refers to a novel and can be translated accordingly as powieść. Apart 
from romans or romans rycerski, sense 3 can be rendered as romanca, a word that 
unambiguously refers to a chivalric tale in verse. As can be seen, romance covers 
a wider semantic fi eld than any of its Polish equivalents. Needless to say, in cases 
of non-correspondence of semantic fi elds, translation “requires disambiguation 
using co-text and context (the situation)” (Hatim and Munday 2004, 36).

Orthodoxy features 18 occurrences of the word romance, a sort of leitmotif 
which gives the book an overarching idea and thus contributes to its coherence. 
Thus, in the second paragraph of the opening chapter Chesterton says that he has

(11) often had a fancy for writing a romance about an English yachtsman who 
slightly miscalculated his course and discovered England under the impres-
sion that it was a new island in the South Seas. (Chesterton 1986, 211)

The romance about the sailor’s inadvertent discovery of England is meant to 
elucidate the purpose of Orthodoxy, which is about how Chesterton arrived at 
Christian doctrine while thinking that he was inventing his own heresy (here the 
translator, Magda Sobolewska, renders romance as opowieść [ʻtaleʼ; ʻstoryʼ]). 
Romance is clearly used in sense 2a, sense 3 being precluded as the tale in ques-
tion is not about a knight but a yachtsman, and is not medieval either (later on 
we are told that what the protagonist saw upon his arrival was the Pavilion in 
Brighton (constructed in 1784)). The next occurrence of romance one page later 
is in sense 2. Following on from the sailor story, Chesterton goes on to say:

(12) I wish to set forth my faith as particularly answering this double spiritual 
need, the need for that mixture of the familiar and the unfamiliar which 
Christendom has rightly named romance. For the very word “romance” 
has in it the mystery and ancient meaning of Rome. (1986, 212)

That romance in the quotation above is used in sense 2 (rather than 2a or 3) is 
clear from the fact that it is a mass noun. Had the author intended the latter two 
senses, he would have used the defi nite article (cf. quotation (19) below). It might 
be argued, however, that he is using the word in sense 2b or 3b. Nevertheless, this 
interpretation seems unlikely in the light of a passage that follows one page later, 
in which Chesterton rephrases the same point and clearly uses romance in sense 2:

(13) But nearly all people I have ever met in this western society in which I live 
would agree to the general proposition that we need this life of practical 
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romance; the combination of something that is strange with something that 
is secure. We need so to view the world as to combine an idea of wonder and 
an idea of welcome. We need to be happy in this wonderland without once 
being merely comfortable. (1986, 213)

The translator renders romance with two words as romanca, romans in (12) (sense 
3), and as romantyczność [ʻromantic quality; romanticismʼ] in (13). Thus, despite 
the clear similarity and continuity between the two passages, diff erent equivalents 
are chosen, which detracts from the STʼs coherence. Moreover, as has already 
been pointed out, romantyczność does not include the meaning of the adventurous 
which informs these passages and which harks back to the sailor story.

Interestingly, drawing on the word romanca, the translator adds to the book 
the subtitle Romanca o wierze [ʻa romance about the faithʼ], apparently suggested 
by the title of Chapter 8, “The Romance of Orthodoxy.”2 At fi rst glance, the deci-
sion seems to compensate for the loss of coherence occasioned by the lack of full 
symmetry between romance and its Polish equivalents, reinforcing as it does the 
link between this concept and Christian orthodoxy. The translator’s choice might 
seem to be confi rmed by the information given in the Oxford English Dictionary 
to the eff ect that sense 2a (and by extension possibly also 2b) may be used in 
a transferred and fi gurative sense, perhaps partly derived from sense 3, as in “The 
last romance of Science (...) is the Story of the Ascent of Man.” Now Chesterton 
might use the word in this sense, but romanca does not have it. Moreover, even if 
it could be used fi guratively, it would not be romanca o wierze [ʻa romance about 
the faithʼ], but romanca wiary [ʻa romance of the faithʼ/ʻthe faith’s romanceʼ], 
just like the dictionary example above does not mean “the last romance about 
Science” but rather “Science’s last romance.” In fact, the translator’s subtitle 
sends readers, so to speak, on a wild-goose chase, as they will not fi nd any 
actual mention of a romance about the faith, orthodoxy or some other quality. 
As a result, they will need extra processing eff ort to establish coherence. Here 
is another example:

(14) I may express this other feeling of cosmic cosiness by allusion to another 
book always read in boyhood, “Robinson Crusoe,” which I read about this 
time, and which owes its eternal vivacity to the fact that it celebrates the 
poetry of limits, nay, even the wild romance of prudence. (Chesterton 1986, 
267)

The passage has been translated thus:

(15) Aby wyrazić drugie z nich, to o przytulności wszechświata, posłużę się lek-
turą lat szkolnych – Robinsonem Crusoe, który zawdzięcza swoją wieczną 
młodość temu, że stanowi jeden wielki poetycki hymn na cześć ograniczeń; 
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więcej nawet, jest dziką romancą o roztropności [ʻa romance [instr.] about 
prudenceʼ]. (Sobolewska 2012, 108)

It is clear that in (14) romance is used in sense 2. It cannot refer to a literary 
piece/genre since Chesterton says that Defoe’s novel celebrates the romance of 
prudence, not that it is one. Instead, the translation should read: “[Robinson Crusoe] 
sławi poetykę ograniczeń, ba, nawet szaloną romantykę roztropności” [ʻcelebrates 
the poetics of limits, nay, even the wild romance of prudenceʼ]. As we can see,
the translator goes to some lengths to be able to use romanca in (15) even at the 
cost of manipulating the ST, and as a result the reader is left wondering what 
possible connection there might be between a medieval tale in verse and Robinson 
Crusoe. The same goes for the translation of Chapter 8 (“The Romance of Ortho-
doxy”) as “Romanca o ortodoksji” [ʻa romance about orthodoxyʼ] since nowhere 
in the chapter is any romanca mentioned. Nevertheless, the translatorʼs use of 
romanca might suggest that Blum-Kulkaʼs explicitation hypothesis, which concerns 
cohesion, could be extended to cover coherence as well. Thus, paradoxically, the 
translator detracts from coherence as she tries to bolster it.

In Chapter 6, Chesterton speaks about Christian doctrine as a fascinating 
spiritual and intellectual adventure which is anything but boring or stagnant, and 
to drive his message home he uses the word romance in sense 2. Having argued 
that fi ne doctrinal distinctions are necessary to maintain the delicate balance of 
dynamic and possibly dangerous Christian teachings, he has this to say:

(16) This is the thrilling romance of Orthodoxy. People have fallen into a foolish 
habit of speaking of orthodoxy as something heavy, humdrum, and safe. There 
never was anything so perilous or so exciting as orthodoxy. (Chesterton 1986, 
305)

The fi rst sentence has been translated thus:

(17) Oto wzbudzająca drżenie romanca o ortodoksji [ʻthis is a/the thrilling ro-
mance about orthodoxyʼ]. (Sobolewska 2012, 176)

It is rather puzzling that the translator is referring to Chesterton’s brief outline of 
Church history as a medieval romance in verse about orthodoxy. In what follows 
Chesterton likens the Church to a chariot which “fl ies thundering through the 
ages” (Chesterton 1986, 306) avoiding obstacles, i.e. heresies. The chief idea 
of the passage is that of “one whirling adventure” (Chesterton 1986, 306) and it 
might have been conveyed in the translation had the translator opted for roman-
tyka [ʻromanceʼ (sense 2)] or przygoda ortodoksji [ʻthe adventure of orthodoxyʼ].

The translator’s insistence on rendering romance as romanca seems all the 
more strange given that even when Chesterton is using the word in the sense of 
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a literary work, the co-text makes it clear that he is referring to a novel rather 
than a medieval tale in verse:

(18) Europe ought rather to emphasize possible perdition; and Europe always 
has emphasized it. Here its highest religion is at one with all its cheapest 
romances. To the Buddhist or the eastern fatalist existence is a science or 
a plan, which must end up in a certain way. But to a Christian existence 
is a story, which may end up in any way. In a thrilling novel (that purely 
Christian product) the hero is not eaten by cannibals; but it is essential to 
the existence of the thrill that he might be eaten by cannibals. (Chesterton 
1986, 341)

As observed by Hatim and Munday, the “correct sense for the translator is deter-
mined by the ʻsemotactic environmentʼ or co-text (the other words around it)” 
(Chesterton 2004, 35). Accordingly, the textual environment of romance sheds light 
on how to interpret it in this passage and elsewhere in the book. Cheapest points 
to the genre of cheap sensational novels, so called penny dreadfuls (especially as 
Chesterton was fond of them himself and wrote an essay in their defence). Then, 
three sentences below, a synonym for cheapest romances is used – a thrilling 
novel – which unambiguously identifi es them as romances in sense 2a. Moreover, 
the mention of cannibals leaves no doubts that sense 3 is out of the question. The 
following two paragraphs bring even more co-textual clues. Chesterton goes on to 
talk about the similarity between Christianity and popular fi ction to the eff ect that 
both emphasize danger and the signifi cance of the instant; he compares Christian 
life to a serial story in a magazine and refl ects that

(19) Christendom has excelled in the narrative romance exactly because it has 
insisted on the theological free-will. (Chesterton 1986, 342)

Despite these clues, however, the translator adheres to romanca, translating cheapest 
romances in (18) as najpospolitsza romanca [ʻthe most common romanceʼ], even 
though cheapest (medieval) romances would be an unusual collocation (which is 
why she actually changes cheapest to the most common). In (19), she translates 
the narrative romance as narracyjna romanca [ʻthe narrative romanceʼ]. By doing 
so she renders the text incoherent; the reader must expend extra eff ort to make 
a connection between penny dreadfuls and medieval romances, especially as the 
latter do not seem to be the fast-moving action-packed tales that Chesterton links 
up with theology.

The loss of coherence in the TT is also due to the fact that the translator 
undoes the conceptual connections between senses 2a and 2 of romance. While 
a romance and romance are polysemous words, romanca and romantyczność do 
not have much in common as the former brings to mind the middle ages, and the 
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latter romanticism. Had the translator opted for good equivalents of sense 2a (e.g. 
powieść (przygodowa) [ʻ(adventure) novelʼ]) and 2 (e.g. przygoda [ʻadventureʼ] or 
romantyka [ʻromanceʼ (sense 2)]) the connection between them would have been 
preserved in the translation, at least to some degree, for instance in this fragment 
where Chesterton juxtaposes the two senses:

(20) And its [the modern philosophy’s] despair is this, that it does not really 
believe that there is any meaning in the universe; therefore it cannot hope 
to fi nd any romance; its romances will have no plots. A man cannot expect 
any adventures in the land of anarchy. But a man can expect any number 
of adventures if he goes travelling in the land of authority. (Chesterton 
1986, 362)

The co-text makes it unambiguously clear that the fi rst occurrence of the word is 
sense 2 on account of its being collocated with fi nd, and the second is sense 2a 
on account of its being followed by plots. Moreover, in the next two sentences 
we come across adventure, a synonym of romance in sense 2, which further 
corroborates the analysis of the word’s meaning carried out so far. In view of 
this, it is rather odd that the translator should have rendered both occurrences as 
romanca, twisting the ST to fi t her interpretation:

(21) Rozpacz ta bierze się stąd, że współczesna fi lozofi a nie wierzy w istnienie 
sensu wszechświata i dlatego nie może mieć nadziei na ułożenie choćby 
jednej romancy; jej romance nie miałyby treści. (Sobolewska 2012, 278)

 [ʻThis despair stems from the fact that modern philosophy does not believe in 
the existence of any meaning in the universe and that is why it cannot hope 
to compose even one romance; its romances would have no content.ʼ]

Thus, fi nding romance has been changed to composing a romance. The result is 
a stylistically awkward clause about modern philosophy writing romances, which 
is also a far cry from the original.

If we go back to (16), we will fi nd that if Chesterton had meant a medieval 
tale in this passage, he would have had to choose between a or the “thrilling 
romance.” Since Polish does not have articles, an ambiguity is created in the 
TT such that Oto wzbudzająca drżenie romanca o ortodoksji could mean either 
(i) “This is the thrilling romance about orthodoxy”; or (ii) “This is a thrilling 
romance about orthodoxy.” The fi rst reading reveals what is implicitly there, while 
the second signals the arrival on the scene of a new element. In other words, 
romance is context-dependent in (i), and context-independent in (ii). (i) is gloss-
able as: “this is the thrilling romance about orthodoxy that I promised you in this 
book,” especially on account of the subtitle in the Polish version. If this is so, 
however, it is not much of a romance, as has been pointed out above. If we follow 
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interpretation (ii), then romance is not related to the previous discourse, i.e. what 
Chesterton has been saying so far about the relationship between Christianity and 
adventurous life. Be that as it may, both readings detract from the text’s coherence, 
which has to do with the pattern of collocations established in the ST and TT.

As Hatim and Mason point out, collocations lead the reader “to construct 
a text-world model which is presumed to refl ect the world-view of the text 
producer” (1990, 205). They may be “pointers to an intended meaning which 
is not made explicit by other means. The collocational network built up over 
an extended length of text can, in itself, provide a model of speaker meaning at 
a level deeper than that of the surface text” (Hatim and Mason 1990, 204). The 
passages quoted above make it possible to establish such a network even though 
it would span several chapters. Thus, they might yield the following collocations:

 romance (sense 2a) – English yachtsman – discover – England – island – South 
Seas – mixture of the familiar and the unfamiliar – Christendom – Rome – 
romance (sense 2) – wonder – welcome – strange – secure – cosmic cosiness 
– Robinson Crusoe –thrilling romance of orthodoxy – perilous – exciting – 
cheapest romances – existence –story – thrilling novel – narrative romance 
– free will – romance (sense 2) – romances (sense 2a) – plots – adventures

What intended meaning, then, which is not expressed by other means, is expressed 
by these collocations? Obviously, these are a mere sample taken out of a 155-page 
book, but they are suffi  cient to establish a certain relationship or association in 
the mind of the reader between (i) the Christian faith, (ii) a romance (tale) and 
(iii) romance (adventure). As it is, this association is not so easily established in 
the TT where the second element does not harmonize with some other lexical 
items (yachtsman, Robinson Crusoe, etc.), and the third often disappears being 
confl ated with the second. Moreover, given that “in translation, the collocations 
should in general be neither less unexpected (i.e. more banal) nor more unex-
pected (i.e. demanding greater processing eff ort) than in the ST” (Hatim and 
Mason 1990, 205), translating the romance of orthodoxy as “a/the romance about 
orthodoxy” certainly makes it more diffi  cult for readers to “perceive intended 
meaning and underlying coherence on the basis of the textual evidence” (Hatim 
and Mason 1990, 197). The oddity of the collocation is certainly not conducive 
to establishing coherence.

Another text by Chesterton which illustrates the issue of coherence in transla-
tion is the essay “Why I am a Catholic” from The Thing: Why I am a Catholic, 
translated by Jaga Rydzewska as “Czemu jestem katolikiem.” To bring home 
to his readers the universality of the Catholic Church, Chesterton uses a telling 
and culture-specifi c image, arguing as he does that becoming a Catholic is like 
reaching the centre of Hampton Court Maze. The author portrays the Church as 
the locus of truth, a thing beyond mere opinion. To be a Catholic means to stand 
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on a higher plane than that off ered by any purely natural viewpoint, and is the 
only way to make sense of the labyrinthine complexity of life. Earlier in the essay 
Chesterton speaks about the realism of the saying that all roads lead to Rome 
(meaning that proponents of various ideologies must in the end unwillingly admit 
that Catholicism was in the right after all), and in the last paragraph he links it 
up with the maze metaphor. Thus, the central idea is that of convergence in the 
physical and metaphysical sense. These are the fi nal lines in which he brings 
together the two images:

(22) At the place where the roads meet there is no doubt of the convergence. 
A man may think all sorts of things, most of them honest and many of them 
true, about the right way to turn in the maze at Hampton Court. But he does 
not think he is in the centre; he knows. (Chesterton 1990, 190)

In the translation the passage runs thus:

(23) W miejscu, gdzie zbiegają się wszystkie drogi, nie sposób wątpić, że drogi 
prowadzą w jedną stronę. Człowiek może żywić najróżniejsze poglądy, 
zazwyczaj uczciwe i nieraz słuszne, co do kwestii, gdzie należy skręcić 
w labiryncie ścieżek. Ale nie żywi poglądu, że znalazł się w środku; wie 
o tym. (Rydzewska 2000, 96)

 [ʻAt the place where all roads meet one cannot doubt that they are leading 
in the same direction. A man may hold all sorts of views, usually honest and 
sometimes true, about where to turn in a maze of paths. But he does not hold 
a view that he has reached the centre / has found himself inside; he knows 
about it.ʼ]

As the back-translation shows, an ambiguity is created in the TT due to the 
polysemy of the Polish phrase w środku, which can mean either in the centre 
or inside. Needless to say, if readers were to follow the latter interpretation, the 
original punchline would be entirely lost on them. What is more, it might not 
even be clear what inside refers to since there is no actual reference to a maze; 
labirynt ścieżek [ʻa maze of pathsʼ] might as well refer to a garden, park or forest, 
and in the case of the last one there will be no centre. Thus, the latter is the more 
likely reading, the more so as the omission of the maze in Hampton Court leaves 
the reader clueless as to what kind of maze is being referred to, while the English 
reader will know that in Hampton Court the visitor’s aim is to make it to the 
centre of the labyrinth.

Interestingly, the translator seems to have compensated for the loss of the refer-
ence to Hampton Court Maze. At the beginning of the fi nal paragraph Chesterton 
says this: “When a hammer has hit the right nail on the head a hundred times, 
there comes a time when we think it was not altogether by accident” (1990, 190). 
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Rydzewska comes up with an altogether diff erent metaphor which neatly links up 
with that of a maze eleven lines below: “Kiedy ktoś sto razy z rzędu odnajduje 
właściwą drogę, musi się za tym kryć coś więcej niż przypadek” [ʻWhen someone 
has found the right way a hundred times in a row, there must be more to it than 
coincidenceʼ] (2000, 95). Again, this move might be indicative of a strategy to 
raise the TTʼs level of coherence by means of elements absent in the ST.

Another aspect of the translation which has an eff ect on its coherence and 
saliency is thematic organisation. In the fi nal clause of the analyzed passage, the 
lexical item carrying the greatest degree of communicative dynamism is the fi nite 
verb knows. This is so because it has no successful competitor. Additionally, the 
fact that as a result of ellipsis (another cohesive device) it is put in sentence-
fi nal position further increases its communicative dynamism.3 In the TT, there is 
no ellipsis and the verb is not in sentence-fi nal position (wie o tym [ʻhe knows 
about itʼ]). Since it is context-dependent, it is not a successful competitor of the 
verb, so the verb still carries the greatest communicative dynamism. It seems, 
however, that putting it last would make it sound more emphatic and would better 
express the contrast between thinking and knowing, which is the gist of the fi nal 
sentence. As it stands, the setting o tym which follows the verb wie, prevents 
the sentence from ending on the most communicatively dynamic element and 
thus from strengthening the latter in its consummative communicative function 
(cf. Firbas 1992, 62). Thus, the punchline would be more coherent if the verb 
was in sentence-fi nal position, especially as in Polish it is the functional sentence 
perspective principle that governs word order. This means that Polish word order 
is fl exible and tends to arrange lexical items in accordance with their communica-
tive dynamism (from the least to the most communicatively dynamic). English, 
by contrast, whose word order is governed by the grammatical principle and is 
therefore less fl exible, “is less ready to observe the Th–Tr–Rh [Theme–Transi-
tion–Rheme] sequence” (Firbas 1992, 119). Thus, if the English ST puts the 
verb last, we might argue that the Polish TT should do the same and come up, 
for instance, with po prostu wie [ʻhe just knowsʼ]. The addition of po prostu or 
a similar phrase would be necessary for prosodic reasons as the monosyllabic 
wie could hardly constitute a sentence (which may be why the translator actually 
decided to add the setting o tym in the fi rst place).

4. Conclusion

This analysis of a sample of Polish translations of Chesterton confi rms that cohe-
sion is “all too easily overlooked in the translation situation” (Fawcett 2003, 91) 
or that other considerations take precedence, such as creating a smooth, fl uent 
and elegant TT, as was the case in the translation of Heretics. Changes to the 
ST cohesive pattern are also likely to alter the originalʼs informativity and thus 
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aff ect additional rhetorical meaning. Moreover, the lack of recurrence may put 
additional burden on the reader by making the text harder to follow. As regards 
conjunction, a tendency was noticed in the translation of The Arrow of Heaven to 
disambiguate cohesive links and make them more explicit, a tendency which is 
likely to make a literary TT text sound more archaic. Needless to say this strategy 
corroborates Blum-Kulkaʼs explicitation hypothesis. The third text – strongly cohe-
sive on account of collocation coupled with reiteration – demonstrated a strong 
interplay of cohesion and coherence. The authorʼs use of idioms and puns, and, 
most importantly, the fact that these are woven into the argument, made it neces-
sary and diffi  cult to render the cohesive ties in the TT, which was not altogether 
impossible thanks to the strategy of compensation.

As for coherence, the analysis of several translated passages from Ortho-
doxy revealed shifts of coherence caused by disregarding co-textual clues and 
choosing wrong equivalents for the polysemous word romance. By doing so the 
translator upset some conceptual relations in the textual world and thus made it 
more diffi  cult for the reader to make sense of it. The collocational pattern of the 
ST was disrupted and replaced with a more unexpected one, which aff ected the 
TTʼs informativity. As a result, diff erent associations are likely to be established 
in the minds of readers, and the originalʼs intended meaning may to some extent 
be lost on them.

Paradoxically, the translatorʼs insistent (and conscious?) mistranslating of 
romance could be considered an attempt to raise the TTʼs coherence by giving it 
an overarching idea of romance in the sense of a medieval tale. Oddly enough, 
this function is fulfi lled in the ST by romance in the sense of adventure, coupled 
with the that of an adventurous tale or novel. However, the fact that Orthodoxy 
draws on the polysemous relation between the two senses means that disrupting 
it is bound to detract from coherence. An opposite phenomenon was observed in 
the translation of “Why I am a Catholic,” where polysemy created in the target 
text aff ects coherence in the punchline. Interestingly, the translation of this essay 
also exhibits what may be considered an attempt at increasing coherence, which 
suggests that a case could be made out for expanding Blum-Kulkaʼs explicitation 
hypothesis to include not just cohesion but also coherence.

Another factor which was found to have slightly aff ected coherence in transla-
tion was thematic structure. It appears that translators should pay more attention 
to it, especially when translating into languages like Polish which have fl exible 
word order and where linear arrangement normally conforms to the principles of 
functional sentence perspective.

It was obviously beyond the scope of this paper to systematically analyze 
Polish translations of Chesterton, especially in view of their abundance. The 
passages chosen for discussion were but a sample; however, they illustrate the 
complexity and importance of cohesion and coherence in translation, an issue 
which may be an important factor in the Polish reception of this of all authors.
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Notes

1  The ST’s cohesion is also subtly enhanced by the use of alliteration which has 
partly been rendered in the TT.

2 Interestingly, the chapter in question was translated much earlier by another 
translator, Elżbieta Muskat-Tabakowska, who uses the word romantyka in the 
title (Muskat-Tabakowska 1974, 102–121).

3 On the notion of competitor and communicative dynamism see Firbas 
(1992, 7).
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